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– Testing components
for Europe’s Extreme Light
Infrastucture Project.

Compact SC solenoids
for HIE-ISOLDE at CERN
–

DC/DC converters pave
the way to modularity
–

Compact magnet
systems for MAX IV
and SOLARIS

The main objective is to increase the
beam intensity and energy
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New topology for power supplies
introducing flexibility and modularity
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All magnets delivered and installation is ongoing in Lund and Krakow
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News from the CEO
new MAX IV synchrotron in Lund, the

in Kolkata, a new in-vacuum undulator

brightest synchrotron light source to

for NSLS II at Brookhaven National

date, and the Solaris facility in Krakow.

Laboratory and Green Magnets for
Accelerator Mass Spectrometers –

Another major milestone is the open-

just to name a few. See the articles

ing of the Shanghai Proton and Heavy

on the next pages.

Ion Center, which is equipped with a
Many exciting things are happening

Danfysik accelerator, the first facility

I hope you will enjoy reading this

at Danfysik. First and foremost,

to obtain certification for carbon Par-

Danfysik Newsletter 2015.

Henning Bach Christensen is our new

ticle Therapy treatment in China.

VP of Sales and Marketing, heading
up the sales team.

Best regards,
Danfysik is currently working on a
range of other projects. Magnets for

Danfysik has completed the manu-

ELI-NP in Romania, superconducting

facturing and delivery of the multiple

solenoids for HIE-Isolde at CERN,

Frank Ebskamp

bend achromat magnet sections for the

beamlines for the medical cyclotron

CEO
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Compact SC solenoids
for HIE-ISOLDE at CERN
The first of four 13.5 T2m superconducting solenoids

less than 14 Gauss, corresponding to less than 2x10-4

tested and delivered

of the central field, at a distance of 115 mm from exit.

The HIE-ISOLDE (High Intensity and Energy ISOLDE)
project is a major upgrade of the existing radioactive ion

The one of its kind iron dominated magnetic design has pro-

beam facilities ISOLDE and REX-ISOLDE at CERN. The main

ven a remanence field less dominant than the geomagnetic

objective of the upgrade is to increase the energy and

field, and a simple degaussing cycle can make it fully vanish.

intensity of the delivered radioactive ion beams.
During 2015 CERN will commission the first part of the
A new compact superconducting linear accelerator will use

HIE-ISOLDE SC linac which will result in a maximum beam

superconducting solenoids in between quarter wave resona-

energy of 5.5 MeV/u. The high field compact solenoids

tors for the transverse focusing channel. Danfysik is the cho-

will be located in between the superconducting RF cavi-

sen supplier of the four focusing solenoids for this facility.

ties inside the cryo-module vacuum tank. The solenoids
are enclosed in mirror finished stainless steel liquid He

Cost efficiency was taken into account in our design con-

vessels providing the required helium bath at 4.5 K for

cept using NbTi wire as the conductor operating at 4.5 K.

superconducting operation.

Our design solution provides a uniquely short structure
for compact linear accelerator lattices.

Safe operation is guaranteed through design and the
modules are tested according to the CE certification

The factory acceptance test demonstrated a stable oper-

to Pressure Equipment Directive and compliance to the

ating integrated squared field of 13.5 T m achieved over

endurance and fatigue limits stipulated by the British

its short length of only 230 mm. The central magnetic field

Stainless Steel Association.

2

is 7.9 Tesla. The stray fields at the solenoid ends decay to
The delivery of the four SC-solenoids will be completed
during 2015.

– "A new compact superconducting
linear accelerator will use superconducting solenoids in between quarter wave
resonators for the transverse focusing
channel. Danfysik is the chosen supplier
to supply the four focusing solenoids for
this facility."
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Large magnet power supplies
In the beginning of 2015 we will

Synchrotron Light Research Institute

complete factory test and deliver

(SLRI) in Nakhon Ratchasima, Thai-

two large power supplies to Jefferson

land. This power supply is also for

Lab. The power supplies will be a part

an energy upgrade, but this time

of the upgrade of the accelerator fa-

for an existing booster synchrotron.

cility’s beam energy from 6 GeV to 12

The power supply will ramp up to

GeV and the corresponding upgrade

1,700 A / 800 V at a repetition rate

of the experimental facilities. These

of 0.33 Hz. This requires no less than

units are to supply current for a new

fourteen full size racks, of which

superconducting solenoid magnet and

six are for energy storage only. This

a new superconducting torus magnet

amount of racks doesn’t even include

located in experimental Hall B.

the main transformers. Main contactors and transformers are provided

Danfysik has previously provided

externally as the entire system is

several other power supplies for

supplied from a 6.6 kV supply line.

the Jefferson Lab energy upgrade.
The power supply will be commisOne of the more special power sup-

sioned during 2015.

plies that we have built recently is
a ramped power supply for

System 9700 – a new star is born
Back in 1995 when the Danfysik Model

System 9700 is the name of the new

The System 9700 is covering outputs

883 Magnet Power Supply was first

replacement and with it a scalable

up to 1,750 A / 60 V and 1,050 A / 100 V.

launched, it turned out to be a great

modular concept. This new type

This provides excellent possibilities

success meeting a unique demand in

of power supply is based on the

to adapt customer specification and

the market. This was due to its low

technology of our successful System

still provides optimum specifications

cost per kW and robust design. The

9100. It is designed for high stability,

at the best price.

Model 883 covers output voltages from

high reliability and serviceability, and

0 to 95 V and currents from 0 to 600 A

of course in a way that our custom-

with a total output power up to 25 kW.

ers get the highest power for the

Even though the Model 883 has proven

buck! The System 9700 minimum

its value in the market, it is now ready

configuration is a two-unit

to step aside for newer products.

solution and configurable up
to eight units. The top unit

New technologies have been released

contains the main power

from the semiconductor manufactur-

control and digital regulation,

ers making other solutions simpler,

while the bottom units contains

smaller and more efficient.

the standard power modules.
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20 kA for testing SC magnetic structures
A very large magnet power supply

way of implementing this would be

was successfully designed, manufac-

to build one power supply capable of

tured, factory tested and delivered

providing the full current range and

to the customer at INFN Napoli by

the full voltage range simultaneously.

year-end, 2014. The power supply will

However, this would be a quite costly

be applied for testing various super-

solution. We chose a more elegant

conducting magnetic structures at

and cost-effective solution to achieve

the NAFASSY facility in Salerno, Italy.

the required performance, namely to

The power supply is configurable for

build the power supply as four con-

easy switching between several dif-

verters that can either be connected

ferent test setups.The primary setup

in parallel or stacked in series.

delivers 20 kA at a maximum voltage
The power supply will be installed

of 25 V.

The 20 kA power supply being prepared for
shipment

and commissioned on site during
For other experiments 10 kA at max-

2015.

imum 50 V is needed. The brute force

DC/DC converters
pave the way to modularity
We have developed a new type of

the present systems ranges from

ensures a low (< 10ppm) drift of

topology for magnet power supplies

50 to 200 V DC and output current

the output current into the load.

by introducing modularity and flexibil-

up to 200 A with a maximum power

ity in an efficient and cost-effective

of 30 kW in a single 3U unit 19” rack

The user control is entirely via a

way. The trick is to separate the out-

mount. The DC/DC converter design

new touch-screen graphical user

put DC/DC converter from the input

allows parallel operation of several

interface, where all functions of

AC/DC converter. In this way several

units for higher currents.

the power supply are controlled
and monitored.

power converters can be energized
by a single common transformer and

Each buck channel is controlled

rectifier. We are currently manufac-

independently by PWM (pulse width

turing such MPS systems for several

modulated) signals. This means all

customers.

the channels are decoupled from one
another, which allows us to split the

The DC/DC converter is designed with

output converter into two converters

six buck converters configured to

of three interleaved buck-channels.

share the power of the input converter in a 60° interleaved fashion.

The regulation is done with a full

With a switching frequency of each

digital control loop, implementing

buck converter around 50 kHz, the

both a high bandwidth voltage loop

output ripple frequency is as high

to reduce mains ripple, as well as a

as 300 kHz. The output voltage of

lower bandwidth current loop which

5
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Temperature-stable, fixed field
Green Magnets® take off
Green Magnets® are based on permanent-magnet material, fully and passively temperature compensated, and optimized
for minimal operational cost and very high reliability.
Compact AMS with Green Magnet®

MICADAS solution for installation

30° bend in the 0.58 GeV beam

Technology

in normal laboratory environments.

transfer line between the injector

High sensitivity radiocarbon dating
as a standard laboratory tool for
archeologists is now a reality with
Green Magnets® fixed field injection
and analyzing magnets applied to Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS).
The system is now being operated
at ultra-low power consumption
reducing footprint, investment and

ring ASTRID and the main synchro-

– "Green Magnets® is a
great success for us and
our customers. We are
looking forward to bringing the next three ordered greenMICADAS into
operation this spring."

operational risk of water cooling
systems.

tron light source ASTRID2.
Green Magnets® has shrunk operational costs by 100% and increased
reliability by eliminating failures
from cooling water and power.
Green Magnets® has proven its superior technology to support synchro-

Prof. Dr. Hans-Arno Synal

tron radiation facilities, eliminating
concerns of radiation damage and

The green-tech AMS (greenMICA-

First Green Magnets® for synchro-

temperature variations both at

DAS) is developed and delivered by

tron light sources has removed all

commissioning and operation.

ETH Zürich Laboratory of Ion Beam

concerns

Physics headed by Prof. Dr. Hans-

In October 2013 the first industrialized

Arno Synal. The first commercially

Green Magnets® deflection magnet for

available greenMICADAS has been

synchrotron applications was installed

commissioned at Uppsala University,

at the Centre for Storage Ring Facili-

Sweden.

ties, ISA, at Aarhus University.

By applying compact Green Magnets®

For more than 1½ years of beam op-

Professor Synal successfully reached

eration, the 1 m long magnet with a

his goal of delivering a single-room

field of 1 T has provided an accurate

First greenMICADAS assembled
and ready for factory test.
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– "Our joint Green
Magnets® development
project has provided
us with an “install and
forget” magnet now for
more than 18 months."
Søren Pape Møller,
Ph.D., Dr. Scient, Head of ISA

healthcare | DANFYSIK

Lifting the upper half of one of twelve
4.5 m long compact magnet systems for
the MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring.

Magnet systems for extremely bright
and compact synchrotron light sources
Upon our successful completion and delivery of all the compact magnets for the 3 GeV and 1.5 GeV ring accelerators
the brilliant beams generated by the pioneering MAX IV technology will soon be turned on in Sweden and Poland.
Last summer the delivery of 60 compact multiple bend

and delivered by end 2014. An equal amount of elements

achromat sections for the MAX IV 3 GeV project was com-

for the MAX IV 1.5 GeV ring has been delivered in spring

pleted. The delivery consisted of three different types (20

2015.

of each) of compact magnet systems with many separate
and combined functions integrated into single yokes for

Machining of the very long 6 tons heavy elements to an

bending, focusing, defocusing and steering of electrons in

absolute tolerance less than 0.02 mm is validated and

magnet systems of lengths ranging from 2.5 m to 3.3 m.

approved for each magnet through cutting edge measuring techniques. Innovative and ultra-precise magnetic

Throughout the entire production, the mechanical toler-

measuring systems validated the magnetic properties of

ances of ±0.02 mm were kept across the compact mul-

each element and the results were approved by SOLARIS

ti-function magnet block (lattice cell). The performance

and MAX lab.

of each magnetic function has been measured in our
ultra-stable Hall mapping and rotating coil measuring sys-

During prototype testing and production of these uncon-

tems enabling the engineering and scientific staff at Lund

ventional magnet systems, MAX IV have been provided

to preconfigure the lattice elements for a fast installation

frequent status monitoring, access to quality assurance

and commissioning operation.

and mutual problem solving. At final acceptance MAX IV
project manager for magnets Martin Johansson stated

The delivery of twelve enormous 4.5 m long lattice cells

“with Danfysik, we have enjoyed a close and open collab-

based on the MAX IV technology for the 1.5 GeV SOLARIS

oration” and continued “they have successfully met the

synchrotron light source in Krakow, Poland was completed

demanding requirements”.
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Heavy Ion Particle Therapy – in Shanghai
THE SHANGHAI PROTON AND HEAVY ION CENTER RECEIVED APPROVAL BY THE CHINESE
AUTHORITIES – AS THE FIRST HEAVY ION PARTICLE THERAPY FACILITY IN CHINA.
The combined Proton and Carbon Ion Particle Therapy

The accelerator system has proven to be very reliable

treatment facility was finalized in June 2014 by Siemens.

and stable meeting the requirements for a very high

The clinical trial including the treatment of 35 cancer

uptime. The system performance is state of the art and

patients was successfully completed in December 2014.

can perform to the newest standards with Pencil Beam

After extensive evaluation by the authorities, the facility

Scanning, IMRT. Danfysik continues the collaboration

received the CFDA approval on March 24 this year.

with Siemens on this facility with our expert
support and service.

Danfysik staff have been involved during the entire
project period of 5 years, in designing, manufacturing,
factory testing, installing and commissioning the entire
accelerator system.

New beamlines

– for medical isotope production in Kolkata
Danfysik has designed and is currently starting up the

sioning of the cyclotron is finished. Our team of physi-

production of two beam lines for a 30 MeV, 500 µA

cists, engineers and technicians with their considerable

proton cyclotron for making medical isotopes that will

experience in installing and commissioning particle accel-

be installed at VECC in Kolkata, India. One of the beam

erators will install the beam lines and perform the

lines, Material Irradiation Beam Line, branches out into

final commissioning and setup of the beam

a high power beam line and a low power beam line. The

parameters.

other beam line, Target Beam Line, deflects the beam 90
degrees into the basement below the cyclotron vault.
The contract calls for a turn-key delivery including all
design, manufacturing, installation and commissioning of
all necessary equipment such as magnets, magnet power
supplies, vacuum system, diagnostics, control systems
and radiation safety monitoring equipment.
The beam lines will be tested without beam at our factory
prior to delivery which will take place once the commis-
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The sales team (from left) Henning Bach Christensen, Carsten Pilsgaard Hansen, Claus Faester, Jesper Kristensen and Lars Anthon.
Not present in picture: Jytte Jespersen and Svend Dahl-Petersen.

The Sales team – with addition
of new and experienced forces
The Danfysik sales team is gaining new momentum after

for primarily physics products and support for electron-

a change of leadership and the addition of new, experi-

ics products. Svend Dahl-Petersen is very experienced in

enced people with a background in physics and engineering.

technical sales with a solid background in physics
and chemistry.

Erik Steinmann known to many customers went on a wellearned retirement after 28 years. Carsten P. Hansen is
now handling sales of electronic products. Lars Anthon, incarnated in physics products for decades, is ramping down,
and new, experienced sales people are taking over. Sales
Manager Claus Faester has a strong experience in technical
sales and a background in mechanical engineering. Svend
Dahl-Petersen recently joined us as General Sales Manager

– "We are all looking forward to
assist you as our valued customer
and partner. Together with our team,
we will provide a comprehensive interaction to fulfill your requirements."
Henning Bach Christensen
VP, Sales & Marketing

PM drift tube quads
We have designed and manufactured

between the magnets, it can handle

of the magnetic center of the four

an in-vacuum, permanent-magnet

different electron beam energies

quadrupoles and less than 15 units

based final focus system for ELBE at

between 20 and 30 MeV, keeping the

higher harmonics at 60 % of the

the Helmholtz-Centre Dresden-Ros-

properties of the tight focus at the

quadrupole aperture.

sendorf. It has been installed recently

interaction point with the high power

and is going to be used for Laser

laser.

Thomson Backscattering. Here, a high
power laser acts like an optical un-

The gradients vary from 10 T/m

dulator or wiggler, generating x-rays

for the first to 50 T/m for the last

of about 8 keV. The focus system

quadrupole. The test of the magnets

consists of four quadrupole magnets

showed less than 1% deviation from

placed on a motorized linear stage.

the design gradient, less than

By remotely changing the distances

50 µm variation in position

9
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IXS in-vacuum undulator for NSLS II
A new high performance in-vacuum undulator was com-

A special feature was incorporated in order to allow for

missioned and delivered to the National Synchrotron Light

magnetic measurements after installation in the vacuum

Source II (NSLS II) at Brookhaven National Laboratory last

chambers with our standard Hall bench. The undulator

year. The undulator is a turn-key system including vacuum

was built with TiN coated NdFeB magnets and Vanadium

system, pumps, controllers and control system.

Permendur poles.

DC Power Supply for 43 T hybrid magnet
at LNCMI-Grenoble (CNRS), France
The National High Magnetic Fields Laboratory (LNCMI) in

sources in parallel is not a trivial task; hence, Danfysik's

Grenoble is building a hybrid magnet capable of generating

innovative current sharing circuitry ensures equal sharing

43 T by combining resistive magnets and a superconducting

of both SCR bridges taking into account the parasitic

magnet. Danfysik has been commissioned to build the high

parameters. The power supply will also include a fast

current low voltage SCR controlled power supply with dump

DC breaker and dump circuit.

resistor discharge circuit for the superconducting magnet.
The power supply will be used at the French national laboratory for high magnetic fields (LNCMI) driving the supercon-

Power supply data:

ducting part of the hybrid magnet up to a steady field of 8T.

7,500 A / ±15 V – ±60 ppm stability
Quench protection:

The two-quadrant output converter consists of two paral-

2 * 85 MJ dump resistors in a compact design.

leled SCR bridges each supplying 3,750 A. The two SCR

Dimensions:

bridges operate as voltage sources to simplify the overall

W x D x H = 4.96 x 1.05 x 1.80 m excl. dump resistors

complexity of the power supply. To operate two voltage

10
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Ion Implanter for space testing
BEAMS FROM ION IMPLANTER SOON TO SIMULATE THE IMPACT
OF COSMIC PARTICLES ON SPACE ELECTRONICS
Our proven Series 1090 High Current Ion Implanters are in use at our customers’ sites for
numerous types of applications in R&D as well
as in production and processing, such as using
new ion implantation techniques in the development of novel semiconductor structures, and ion
beam hardening of plastic molding tools for LEGO
bricks.
A brand new Model 1090-200 will soon be used
for space applications. Lockheed Martin Space
Systems Company has ordered an adapted version
of Model 1090 for their Space Environments Lab,
where it will be used to test the sensitivity of
electronics and other types of components to the
exposure of cosmic radiation and the solar wind.
The implanter is scheduled for delivery, installation and commissioning in spring 2016.

DANFYSIK SERIES 1090 HIGH CURRENT IMPLANTER SYSTEM
•

Universal high current ion implanter for material
modification with ion beams

•

Extensive range of ion species

•

Magnetic mass analysis for pure ion beams

•

Energy range from 5 to 200 keV (optionally up to 350 keV)

•

Ion currents on target up to 10 mA

•

Magnetic focusing and beam scanning for complete
beam control

•

Target chamber with cooled sample manipulator

•

Large area beam scanning up to 40 x 40 cm2

11

Kicker
Magnet System for TRIUMF
The UCN (Ultra Cold Neutron) Kicker magnet system is

The power supply must be able to ramp from 0 to 250 A

a ferrite core window frame magnet with power supply

in less than 50 μs. As this is a highly customized power

for fast switching and high repetition rate deflection of

supply, the control system has been implemented as a

an incoming 500 MeV proton beam. The magnet length is

PLC control with touch screen. This provides full flexibil-

1.5 m and the deflection is vertical. The magnet and coils

ity for implementing the control features needed for this

are assembled around a ceramic vacuum chamber without

specific system.

breaking the vacuum. The pulse repetition rate is variable
from DC to 350 Hz having a rise and fall time of 50 µs. The
water-cooled coils are supported within the ferrite cores
and at their extremes to reduce vibration levels.

12
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Extreme Light Infrastructure
– Nuclear Physics
MAGNETS FOR THE ELI-NP ACCELERATOR – LASER PROJECT IN ROMANIA
Danfysik has a subcontract with INFN, which is part of the

To obtain fewer design iterations, Danfysik has been

EuroGammaS Consortium to supply the Gamma Beam Sys-

involved early in the project for consulting and optimizing

tem (GBS) to IFIN-HH for the ELI-NP project. EuroGammaS

the magnet components.

has the task to design, procure install and commission the
GBS facility.

Danfysik Magnet delivery:

The new facility is a 720 MeV electron laser Compton

Solenoid – Aperture 60 mm and magnetic length 180 mm

source generating gamma beams to be installed on the
IFIN-HH site in Magurele, Romania.

Solenoid (Long) – Aperture 310 mm and magnetic
length 2,848 mm

INFN in Frascati, Italy is the ceding company for the Dan-

36 Quadrupoles (6 types) – Aperture 30 mm
and magnetic length from 100 to 300 mm

fysik magnet delivery. Together with STFC Daresbury from
UK, the Italian laboratory has the task to design, procure,

8 Dipoles (5 types) – Aperture 30 mm and magnetic
length from 200 to 2,300 mm

install and commission the facility.

22 X/Y Correctors (5 types) – Aperture 70 mm
and magnetic length 170 mm

We have designed all magnets, including magnetic and

8 Single plane Correctors Cos design (2 Types)
– Aperture 148 mm and magnetic length 150 mm

mechanical design to fulfill the requirements of the
beam line.

13
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Magnets for FAIR – The Facility
for Antiproton and Ion Research
DANFYSIK HAS WON SEVERAL CONTRACTS FOR THE SUPPLY OF MAGNETS TO THE FAIR PROJECT

FAIR, Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research, is a new in-

cell with the need for a double water-cooled housing.

ternational accelerator facility for research with antiprotons

Danfysik has a proven track record for delivery of such

and ions. It is being built in cooperation with an interna-

delicate highly complex magnets.

tional community of countries and scientists. The facility is
financed by a joint international effort of so far ten member

SIS18 is planned to be used as a pre-accelerator for the

states. FAIR will be a host laboratory for basic research for

new SIS100 accelerator. The new magnet will achieve

about 3000 scientists from around 50 countries.

three-way beam-branching in the new beam line. Its purpose is to deliver beam to the new SIS100 accelerator as

The Proton-Linac is the first part of the accelerators in

well as to already existing beam lines. The magnet acts as

the FAIR accelerator chains. Its purpose is the delivery of

a bending magnet for angles of ±7.5°. The 18 t magnet is

70 MeV protons. The P-Linac consists of a proton source,

made of a laminated construction. Flux density in the gap

followed by a LEBT section, and two accelerating struc-

is 1 T, magnet current 1,115 A and ramp time 200 ms.

tures, an RFQ structure and a crossed-bar H-mode drift
tube linac (CH-DTL). The Danfysik delivery will be the 12

6 high precision resonance sextupole magnets form part

focusing elements of the DTL structure. 11 of those will

of the slow extraction system of the SIS100 accelerator.

be quadrupole triplets, one being a quadrupole doublet.

There one of the magnets is situated in each of the six

All focusing elements will be installed inside the vac-

warm straight sections. The laminated sextupoles will

uum chamber of the accelerator and will need cylindrical

be ramped up to maximum field in 75 ms. Each magnet

vacuum tight housings. Moreover, the first three pairs of

weighs 1.5 t.

CH-cavities will house a triplet each inside the coupling

14
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Always at your service
Modern accelerators operate around the clock and every

checked and tested and finally, a comprehensive mainte-

day of the year, regardless of their application.

nance status report was delivered to the customer.

Uptime requirements are ever increasing, often exceeding

DC Section Leader at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

95%. In order to free resources at our customers’ organi-

Andy Black concludes: Here at Rutherford Appleton

zations, we continuously develop our service and mainte-

Laboratory we have been using Danfysik products for

nance activities at Danfysik.

over 20 years, with both old and new units in service.
When the opportunity arose to have all of our Danfysik

Focus on service contracts

units serviced, we naturally approached Danfysik service

Our service contract concept may include annual preven-

department who were able to give us a thorough and

tive maintenance visits, 72 hours on-site emergency re-

accurate quotation as well as recommendations to keep

sponse time, dedicated phone hotline, both within normal

our supplies optimized for peak performance. Their pro-

and extended hours as well as training of first

fessional and courteous team were able to complete the

line support team.

work, including identifying and rectifying some serious issues, despite less than ideal circumstances due to a major

Strengthen our service team

refurbishment taking place at ISIS. From initial contact to

Due to an increasing demand for uptime and reliability,

the finished job we found Danfysik helpful, professional

the Danfysik customer service department has grown

and efficient.

and today employs 8 people.
Maintenance visit
At Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxford, England,
three Danfysik service engineers worked for three weeks
servicing more than 100 Danfysik power supplies. Worn
components and modules were replaced to preserve
and restore power supplies' reliability. Spare parts were

– "From initial contact to the finished job we found Danfysik helpful,
professional and efficient."
Andy Black,
DC Section Leader,
STFC, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
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New head of sales with a solid
background in accelerator
technology
In November last year Henning Bach Christensen took

Our new head of sales possesses the rare human quality

over as the new head of our sales and marketing team.

of both being able to be excited about finding good engineering solutions to complex problems and at the same

Henning has been with Danfysik for

time being interested in bringing solutions and products

more than 25 years and is well known to

to our customers in a professional way.

most of our customers. Since he started
in 1989 as a young engineer designing
magnets and insertion devices, he has
taken several managerial roles ranging
from management of large accelerator projects to overall
technical management and business unit director. Most
recently he concluded three years outplacement in Shanghai, heading the first Heavy Ion Particle Therapy accelerator setup in China (see article on p.8).

– "Sales service is being the customer’s ambassador at Danfysik – I’m
looking forward to meet and service all
our old and new customers in person
together with our sales team."
Henning Bach Christensen
VP, Sales & Marketing
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Phone: +45 7220 2400
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To hear more please contact our sales team at
sales@danfysik.dk or our service team at service@danfysik.dk
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Institute and employs around 110 staff.
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